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1. Mathematicat Methods of Physics

Dimrensionat anatysis. Vector atgebra and vector calculus. Linear algebra, matrices, Caytey-

Hamitton Theorem. Eigenvalues ind eigenvectors. Linear ordinary differential equations of first &

second order, Speciatiunctions (Hermite, Bessel, Laguerre and Legendre functions). Fourier series,

Fourier and Laplace transforms. Elements of comp[ex anatysis, ana[ytic functions;Taytor & Laurent

series; poles, residues and evaluation of integrats. Elementary probability theory, random variabtes,

binomia[, Poisson and normat distributions. CentraI timit theorem. Green's function' PartiaI

differentiat equations (Laptace, wave and heat equations in two and dimensions). E[ements of

qqrg5rutational techniques: root of functions, interpotation, extrapotation, integration by trapezoid

,njiirpron's ru[e, Sotution of first order differential equation using Runge- Kutta method. Finite

difference methods. Tensors. Introductory group theory: SU(2), 0(3).

2. Classical Mechanics

Newton's laws. Dynamicatsystems, Phase space dynamics, stabitity analysrs. Centra.lforce

motions. Two body Cottisioni - scattering in taboratory andCentre of mass frames. Rigid body

dynamics- ,no'rent of inertia tensor. Non-inertia[ f rames and pseudo forces. VariationaI

principte. Generalized coordinates. Lagrangian and Hami[tonian formalisrn and equations of

motion. Conservation laws and cyctic Coordinates. Periodic motion: sma[[ oscitlations, norma[

modes. Speciattheory of retativity- Lorentz transformations, relativistic kinematics and mass-

energy equivalence. Dynamicat systems, Phase space dynamics, stability anatysis. Poisson

BigOkerg.and canonical transformations. Symmetry, invariance and Noether's

Hamitton-Jacobi theory.

3. EtectromagneticTheorY

Electrostatics: Gauss's law and its apptications, Laptace and Poisson equations, boundary

va[ue probtems. Magneto statics: Biot-Savart [aw, Ampere's theorem. Etectromagnetic

induction. Maxwe[['s equations in free space and [inear isotropic media; boundary conditions on

the fietds at interfaces. Scatar and vector potentials, gauge invariance. Etectromagnetic waves in

free space. Dietectrics and concluctors. Ref[ection and refraction, potarization, Fresnet's [aw,

interference, coherence, and diff raction. Dynaniics o{ charged particles in static and uniform

etectromagnetic f ietds. Dispersion relations in plasma. Lorentz invariance of Maxwe[t's

equation. Transmiss"ion li.nes and wave guides. Radiation- f rom moving charges and dipotes and

retarded Potentiats.

4. Quantum Mechanics

Wave-particle duatity. Schrodinger equation (time-dependent and time-independent).
,5igenvatue 

probiems (particteln a box, harmonic osci[[ator, etc.). Tunne[ing through a barrier.

Wive-function in coordinate and momentum representations. Commutators and Heisenberg
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uncertainty princip[e. Dirac notation for state vectors. Motion in a centraI potentia[: orbitaI angular
momentum, angular momentum algebra, spin, addition of angular momenta; Hydrogen atom.
Stern-Gerlach experiment. Tirne- independent perturbation theory and apptications. Variational
method. Time dependent perturbation theory and Fermi's golden rule, selection rutes. Identical
particles, PauIi exclusion princip[e, spin-statistics connection. Spin-orbit coupling, fine structure.
WKB approximation. Elementary theory of scattering: phase shifts, partiaI waves; Born
approximation. Retativistic quantum mechanics: Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations. Semi- classical
theory of radiation.

5. Thermodynamic and Statistical Physics

Laws of thermodynamics arrd their consequences. Thermodynamic potentiats, Maxwett
relations, chemicaI potentiat, phase equitibria. Phase space, nricro- and macro-states. Micro-
canonica[, canonical and grand-canonical ensembtes and partition functions. Free energy and its
connection with thermodynamic quantities. Ctassicaland quantum statistics. Ideal Bose and Fermi
gases. Principle of detailed balance. Btackbody radiation and Planck's distribution [aw. First- and
second-order phase transitions. Diamagnetism, paramagnetism, and ferromagnetism. Ising modet.
Bose-Einstein condensation. Diffusion equation. Random walk and Brownian motion. Introduction
to non equitibrium processes.

6. Electronics and Experimental Methods

Semiconductor devices (diodes, junctions, transistors, fietd effect devices, homo- and hetero-
iutttiondevices),device structure,device characteristics, frequencydependence
applications. 0pto-electronic devices (solar cells, photo-detectors, LEDs). OperationaI amplifiers
and their apptications. Digitat techniques and app[ications (registers, counters, comparators and
simitar circuits). A/D and D/A converters. Microprocesso{ and microcontrot[er basics. Data
interpretation and ana[ysis. Precision and accuracy. Error anatysis, propagation of errors. Least
squares fitting, Linear and nontinear curve fitting, chi-square test. Transducers (temperature,
pressure/vacuutl1, magnetic fields, vibration, opticat, and particte detectors). Measurement and
controt. Signa[ conditioning and recovery. Impedance matching, amptif ication (Op-amp based,
instrumentation amp, feedback), filtering and noise reduction, shietding and grounding. Fourier
transforms, [ock-in detector, box-car integrator, modulation techniques.
High f requency devices (inctuding generators and detectors).

7, Atomic & Molecular Physics

Quantum states of an electron in art atom. E[ectron spin. Spectrum of helium and atkati atom.
Re[ativistic corrections for energy levels of hydrogen atom, hyperfine structure and isotopic
shift, width of spectrum [ines, LS & JJ couplings. Zeeman, Paschen-Bach & Stark effects.
E[ectron spin resonance. Nuclear magnetic resonance, chemical shift. Frank-Condon principte.
Born- 0ppenheimer approximation. Etectronic, rotationat, vibrationaI and Raman spectra of
diatomic motecutes, selection rutes. Lasers: spontaneous and stimulated emission, Einstein A
& B coefficients.0ptical pumping, population inv'ersion, rate equation. Modes of resonators
and coherence [ength.

8. Condensed Matter Physics

Bravais [attices. Reciproca[ [attice. Diffraction and the structure factor. Bonding of sotids. Etastic
properties, phonons, lattice specific heat. Free electron theory and electronic specific heat.
Response and relaxation phenomena. Drude model of etectrical and therma[ conductivity. Hatt
effect and thermoelectric power. E[ectron motion in a periodic potential, band theory of
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bgbeldln$s@condirdolatoioaer@rsorsQrnictiodsc&np.6flpeiitpnmd6otBl:and dTpbdatiand. 0rdered
phases of matter: translationaI and orientationaI order, kinds of tiquid crysta[[ine order. Quasi
crystals.

9. Nuctear and Particle P.hysics 
]

Basic nuctear properties: size, shape and charge distribution, spin and parity. Binding energy,
semi- empiricalmass formula, tiquid drop mode[. Nature of the nuctear force, form of nucteon-
nucteon potentiat, charge-independence and charge-symmetry of nuctear forces. Deuteron
probtem. Evidence of shellstructure, single-particle she[[ mode[, its vatidity and Iimitations.
Rotationalspectra. Elementary ideas of alpha, beta and gamma decays and their selection rutes.
Fission and fusion. Nuclear reactions, reaction mechanism, compound nucteiand direct reactions.
fi ess nkanbflbfl u mfl.F'rdamentaI f orces. E tem entary parti c les and
(charge, spin, parity, isospin, strangeness, etc.). Gettmann-Nishijima f ormuta. Quark modet,
baryons and mesons. C, P, and T invariance. Apptication of symmetry arguments to particle
reactions. Parity non-conservation in weak interaction. Relativistic kinematics.
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